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Giới hạn: từ bài 7 đến bài 8 

I. Choose the word in each line that has different stress pattern. 

1. A. medical  B. hospital  C. politic  D. electric 

2. A. scientific  B. dramatic  C. athletic  D. artistic 

3. A. physical  B. horrific  C. beautiful  D. different 

4. A. symbolic  B. aquatic  C. oceanic  D. heroic 

5. A. tropical  B. logical  C. critical  D. scenic 

6. A. national  B. chemical  C. medical  D. informal 

7. A. attention  B. visitor  C. performance D. event 

8. A. festival  B. investment C. schedule  D. visitor 

9. A. cultural  B. scenery  C. national  D. fantastic 

10. A. celebrate  B. attract  C. capital  D. wonder 

11. A. permanent  B. pollution  C. illustrate  D. poisonous 

12. A. pressure  B. hearing  C. litter  D. pollute 

II. Choose the word that has a different sound in the underlined part. 

13. A. affect   B. algae  C. aquatic  D. permanent 

14. A. school   B. cholera  C. chemistry  D. machine 

15. A. litter   B. light  C. visual  D. radiation 

16. A. radioactive  B. pollution  C. contaminate D. convey 

17. A. billboard  B. loss   C. cholera  D. fox 

18. A. earplug  B. hear  C. pear  D. clear 

19. A. aquatic   B. cause  C. effect  D. race 

20. A. tasty   B. mall  C. stadium  D. change 

III. Choose the best answer. 

21. Koalas are well-known as the symbol __________ Australia. 

A. of           B. in          C. on          D. for 

22. What he has said about me is __________ wrong. 

A. absolute         B. absolutely         C. official         D. officially 

23. What is _________ official language of your country? 

A. a          B. an          C. the          D. x 

24. Canada is made up _________ 10 provinces and 6 territories 

A. on          B. of          C. by         D. with 

25. Since 1965, the maple tree with red leaves _________ the most well-known 

Canadian symbol. 

A. has become       B. become        C. became         D. becoming 

26. Trung speaks English like a native __________ though he comes from 

A. speak          B. speaking         C. speaker         D. spoke 

27. English is the __________ language of many countries, including Britain and 

Philippines 

A. official         B. absolute        C. unique         D. puzzling 

28. Australia has a wide __________ of landscapes and animal species. 

A. loch         B. state          C. kilt          D. range 

29. Mount Rushmore is a national __________ carved into a mountain in South Dakota, 

USA. 



 

A. schedule          B. parade          C. monument         D. legend 

30. He has been working in a castle __________ for five years. 

A. accent          B. station          C. icon          D. state 

31. This house is said to be __________ by ghosts. 

A. haunt          B. haunted         C. haunting        D. haunts 

32. Mount Rushmore is located _________ the USA. 

A. in           B. to           C. of          D. with 

33. Do you know what is the cause __________ pollution? 

A. of           B. in           C. on          D. for 

34. My mother has to measure blood __________ every month 

A. billboard         B. pressure         C. groundwater        D. earplug 

35. __________ pollution is harmful or annoying level of noise, as from vehicles, 

industry activities, etc. 

A. light         B. visual          C. soil         D. noise 

36. Parents should teach children not to __________ wastes on the road 

A. litter          B. poison          C. cause          D. measure 

37. I can’t hear your voice __________ I’m wearing an earplug 

A. although         B. due           C. however         D. because 

38. This picture __________ the contamination of ground water. 

A. illustrate          B. illustrating        C. illustrates         D. illustrated 

39. Could you list some non-point source __________? 

A. pollution          B. pollutants        C. polluting        D. polluted 

40. Scientists has just come up __________ a solution to hearing loss 

A. to           B. on          C. with          D. down 

41. If we dump a plastic into the ground, it __________ a long time to disappear. 

A. will take         B. take         C. took         D. takes 

42. Pollutions are harmful __________ human health 

A. with         B. at          C. to          D. on 

43. __________ water resulted in the death of many aquatic animals. 

A. Contaminate          C. Contaminating     

B. Contaminated     D. Contamination 

44. What would you do if a factory in your neighborhood __________ untreated water 

into the river? 

A. dump         B. dumped         C. dumping        D. dumps 

45. Have you ever heard about the __________ of radioactive pollution? 

A. affects         B. effects         C. pollutes         D. poisons 

46. __________ pollution is the increase of temperature caused by human activity. 

A. radioactive         B. thermal         C. visual       D. soil 

47. The Statue of Liberty is a major monument in New York which ________freedom. 

A. attracts  B. symbolizes C. decides  D. understands 

48. The government of New Zealand has done a lot to _______the culture of the Maori. 

A. preserve  B. surround  C. puzzle  D. pronounce 

49. Coming to Scotland, visitors can drive through vast green ______. 

A. lochs   B. stations  C. castles  D. pastures 

50. How is your holiday in Vietnam? 

A. Really?     C. Absolutely right. 

B. Awesome.     D. Sure. 

IV. Fill each blank with a suitable word from the box to complete the passage. 

includes with inside example 

many kind dump a 



 

Visual pollution can happen outside or (51) ________ your house. 

When you are in the street, do you look around and see too (52) ___________telephone 

poles, overhead power lines, or advertising billboards? This is known as (53) ________ 

‘negative visual environment’, and it causes visual pollution. For many communities, 

visual pollution also (54) ___________ uncut weeds, graffiti, litter, and even badly 

cared-for buildings. 

This (55) _____ of pollution can be present in your house, too. If you 

(56)_________clothes or school things on the floor, it causes visual pollution. A room 

(57) _________ too much furniture placed in an untidy way is another (58)_______ of 

visual pollution in the house. 

You may not know that when you go out without wearing appropriate clothing, you can 

also cause this type of pollution. 

V. Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D to complete the passage. 

English is the _________ (59) language of the Philippines. English-medium education 

_________ (60) in the Philippines in 1901 after the arrival of some 540 US teachers. 

English was also chosen for newspapers and magazines, the media, and literary writing. 

The latest results from a recent survey suggest that about 65% of the _________ (61) of 

the Philippines has the ability to understand spoken and written English with 48 person 

stating that they can write standard English. The economy is based on English, and 

successful workers and managers are fluent in English. _________ (62) schools know 

that their _________ (63) must be fluent in English to be successful. 

59.  A. interesting        B. official        C. popular  D. polluted 

60. A. began         B. begin         C. beginning        D. to begin 

61. A. pollution         B. popularity        C. population        D. prospect 

62. A. Any         B. Many         C. Much         D. A lot 

63. A. students         B. cleaners        C. guards         D. teachers      

VI. Read the passage below and decide whether the statements are TRUE or FALSE. 

The Hopi live in the northwestern part of Arizona in the United States. With modern 

things all around them, the Hopi keep their traditions. 

There are about 10,000 Hopi and they live in twelve villages in the desert. The weather 

is very hot in summer, but in winter it freezes. The wind blows hard. Farming is 

difficult. Corn is the Hopi's main food, but they plant vegetables, too. They raise sheep, 

goats, and cattle. They also eat hamburgers, ice cream and drink soft drinks. They live 

in traditional stone houses, but many of them have the telephones, radios, and 

television. They have horses, but they have trucks too. 

Kachinas are an important part of the Hopi religion. Kachinas are spirits of dead 

people, of rocks, plants, and animals, and of the stars. Men dress as kachinas and do 

religious dances. People also some make wooden kachinas. No two wooden kachinas 

are ever alike. 

The children attend school, and they also learn the Hopi language, dances, and stories. 

The Hopi want a comfortable, modern life, but they don't want to lose their traditions. 

  

Statements True False 

64.  Though surrounded with modern things, the Hopi keep 

their traditions. 

  

65. The Hopi live in the mountainous areas.   

66. The Hopi only eat corns.   

67. They live in house made of stone.   

68. Most wooden kachinas are all similar to each other.   



 

VII. Combine the sentences in each pair into a new sentence, using the word)s) in 

brackets. 

69. Many rivers and lakes are poisoned. Factories produce waste and pour it into rivers 

and lakes. (because) 

____________________________________________________________________

_. 

70. The environment is polluted. Birds leave their habitats and plants die. (makes) 

____________________________________________________________________

_. 

71. Factories release fumes. The air people breathe gets polluted. (due to) 

____________________________________________________________________

_. 

72. Plastic bags are a major source of waste. We should not throw plastic bags 

everywhere. (so) 

____________________________________________________________________

_. 

73. The food is contaminated. People’s health is poor. (results in) 

____________________________________________________________________

_. 

 

 

THE END. 


